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A life

Sarah Martin

DAVIS McCAUGHEY
A life
Leadership, Influence, Impact

Biographer Dr Sarah
Martin brings Davis
to life through his
achievements, his
failures and his
humanity, setting his
extraordinary story
against the backdrop
of the changing times. Covering all the
elements of McCaughey’s life with incisive
detail, this book-length biography will
interest the many who met and knew him
and those who lived through the era he
helped to shape.
Professor Stuart Macintyre (Ernst Scott Professor
of History at the University of Melbourne) on
the biography:
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Special ORMOND Community Price
We are pleased to offer this limited-edition hardback
biography at a special price for members of the Ormond
Community RRP $59.95
Quantity
Davis McCaughey: A life
posted anywhere within Australia

$49.95
incl GST
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“Those who passed through Ormond between 1959
and 1979 knew Davis McCaughey as a man who was
constantly busy and yet always had time for them, who
enriched the life of the College with his own interests
and entered into ours. Not the least virtue of this
deeply-researched biography is the attention it pays
to Davis’s contributions to a wide range of causes, all
of them marked by his partnership with Jean and
their shared faith. It relates the experiences in Ireland,
Scotland and England that led them to bring their
young family to Melbourne in 1953; the opportunities
he saw and grasped in the University, the Church and
the community; the leadership that culminated in the
years in Government House. Sarah Martin writes with
sympathy, insight and great skill to capture the man we
remember and extend our appreciation of what he did.”
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Please make cheques payable to ‘Ormond College’
Davis McCaughey: A life
A biography by Sarah Martin
Introduction by Patrick
McCaughey
Hardback, 350 pages,
20 colour plates
A thoughtful Christmas gift
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